Bmw 325i window switch replacement

When they want quality and enduring design consumers go with the technology which is
featured in every BMW car. If superior feel and lavish innovation are important to you in a car
then BMW, a manufacturer renowned for top-notch styling, is definitely for you. To keep the
comfort and luxury you chose with your BMW Ci, it's important to select only the top names in
high-performance parts. Comfort-focused sedans like your well-appointed BMW Ci are intended
to be handled with consideration and then regularly maintained. Would it make sense to spend
a lot on a fine luxury car, if you plan to skimp on replacement components? That BMW in the
garage was created using the best quality and craftsmanship; it ought to have new replacement
components of a similar high level of value. BMW sells dependable and robust cars, but all cars
have minor systems that periodically break or need replacement - our site has the aftermarket
accessories your car needs. Though they might not be crucially important parts like your car or
truck's suspension, the minor features of your car may be key to getting complete use out of
the car or truck you spent all that time and energy on. BMW Ci Window Switches can wear out
as time goes by due to excessive use, moisture or faulty wiring. Nobody will bring you a wider
selection of quality aftermarket parts than we can all year long. Excellent parts direct from a
quality source are usually the best way to fix up your project car or truck. Your BMW is a
wonderful thing They are available for the following BMW Ci years: , , , , , , 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, We
stock window switch parts for most BMW models including i , Ci , X5 , Z3 , i , X3 , xi , i , i , i , M3 ,
is , i , i , is , xi , , i , i , e , i xDrive , i , Ci , i , Z4 , xi , e , iX , es , ti , CSi , i , i , i , is , iL , xi , i , i xDrive
and i. Great product! So easy to order and a great website for the "do it yourself" kind of jobs!
Wish they offered combined shipping for products from different warehouses though! The part
arrived within 2 days, it was exactly what I ordered and needed, my son installed within minutes
and it works perfectly! Thank you so much. Product came properly packaged and arrived in a
timely manner as promised. Always have a positive experience with Parts Geek. Parks Geek is
my go to on line supplier. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Genuine W Window Switch. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Genuine 61 31 6 Window Switch. Product SKU: 61 31 6 The humble BMW Ci window switch
allows you open and close the window of your vehicle with ease and at your convenience. You
may not pay too much attention to the BMW window switch button until the switch begins
giving trouble. A failing BMW Ci window switch can occur due to a problematic fuse, power
window motor or window regulator. A failing window switch can result in the BMW power
window not functioning the way it should. If you think there is a problem, it is advisable to get a
mechanic to inspect the BMW Ci window assembly, including the power window switch. When
your BMW Ci window switch is failing, you will get several signs. It is best to pay heed to these
signs to ensure you always have a safe vehicle. You never know when you need to use the
window as an emergency exit. This issue can also occur due to a faulty window relay or fuse.
Hence, it is best to get a mechanic to check the electrical components of the windows to figure
out where the problem lies. Invariably, the issue could be related to the BMW i window master
switch or window switch wiring. The problem could lie with any one of these components.
However, more often than not, the problem usually is a faulty BMW Ci window switch. If there is
an issue, you may have to go in for a BMW window switch replacement. This is a sure shot sign
that the window switch is failing and hence, is unable to power the window. To resolve the
issue, you will have to go in for a BMW i window switch replacement. The only recourse is
replacing the faulty switch. These prices do not include fees and taxes. The online store offers
you the best possible aftermarket window switches for your BMW at extremely competitive
prices. Read more reviews. This was same as oem. Works just the same as oem. I can now put
my window down. Catalog: A. Vehicle BMW Ci. Catalog: B. Catalog: G. Catalog: T. BMW is
known for dependable and sturdy cars and trucks, but all cars have minor systems that can
occasionally fail and require attention - our site has the replacement accessories your car or
truck requires. Purchasers who select a BMW are aware that performance and style are worth
every penny; the right parts are sure to keep your car or truck in the best condition. The
distinctive look of a high-class BMW is the embodiment of German expertise, design and
function. The BMW Window Switch is the switch the driver can press on to lower and raise your
car or truck's windows. If this device is pushed, it engages the electronic motor to turn on. BMW
Window Switches may stop functioning over time due to frequent use, water damage or faulty
wiring. Often the most frustrating thing about restoring a car or truck is searching for a reliable
source of quality parts. Keep your dream car or truck in fine form by placing an order for
automotive parts of the highest quality at our well-supplied web store, where our live customer
service providers will ensure that your order is correct. If you need the best deals around on

outstanding parts at excellent prices, visit I have bought lots of parts from partsgeek. I've
ordered other parts already and been very happy. I've recommended it to my son who is a
mechanic in a shop and a backyard mech. I also called once and was pleasantly surprised at the
knowledge of the REP. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! ActiveHybrid
5. ActiveHybrid 7. M6 Gran Coupe. Alpina B6 xDrive Gran Coupe. Alpina B7. Alpina B7L xDrive.
Alpina B7 xDrive. Alpina B7L. ActiveHybrid 3. Alpina B6 Gran Coupe. Mi xDrive. Beck Arnley.
DIY Solutions. Standard Motor Products. OE Supplier. BMW Trunk Strut. BMW Door Handle.
BMW Radiator Support. BMW Window Regulator. BMW Bumper Grille. BMW Hub Cap. Click to
Enlarge. Replacement Window Switch. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Genuine W
Window Switch. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Vemo W Window
Switch. Dorman Window Switch. Features: Fits, functions and matches the appearance of the
original switch for a perfect replacement every time Made from premium materials for a long
service life Original manufacturer quality Simulation and endurance tested to ensure proper fit
and performance. Genuine 61 31 6 Window Switch. Product SKU: 61 31 6 More Models. Read
more reviews. Catalog: E. Catalog: A. Vehicle BMW i. Vehicle BMW Z3. Catalog: B. Vehicle Body
BMW i. Catalog: G. Catalog: H. Vehicle BMW i xDrive. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. For
more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. BMW Window Switch. Refine by:. Window Switch part. See All. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 45 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RB Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 45
results. BMW i Window Switch. BMW xi Window Switch. BMW d Window Switch. Jan 24, Easy
change and works great. Nick Cox. Purchased on Sep 21, Jul 16, Great service and delivery but
part didn't fit. Service and delivery were good but the part that was guaranteed for my 07 i e93
didn't fit. Looks like it was made for a i. I even double checked the part and description. Joseph
Ingalls. Purchased on Jul 02, Apr 18, Fast delivery Purchased on Apr 03, Helpful Automotive
Resources. What are the Parts of a Car Door? The doors of your vehicle contain a lot of
important parts like windows and handles. Your car door is also where some controls and
electronic switches are located. Fortunately, on most vehicles, power window repair is relatively
affordable and straightforward. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts that you need! Replacement is a professional
brand for autobody, lighting parts, electrical, brake, suspension, intake and exhaust, and
cooling and heating products. All Replacement brands include 1-year, unlimited-mileage
warranty. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Manufacturer RB Questions, Answers. Window Switch. Front, Driver Side. Quantity Sold:. Sold
individually. Prop 65 Warning:. Interchange Part Number:. DWS, Recommended Use:. OE
Replacement. Replaces OE Number:. Returns Policy:. Vehicle Fitment Information. Vehicle
Name. Fitment Information. With Power Folding Mirrors. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 5 of 12 results.
Product Information. Need help? Call our product expert Warranty Policy. Right parts,
guaranteed. Check out our Warranty Policy for more details. Shipping Policy. We ship fast so
you can get on the road that much faster. Check out our Shipping Policy for more details. Easy
Return Policy. Check out our Return Policy for more details. Question and Answer. Aug 18, Best
Answer: Hi, Upon checking, unfortunately, this only fits the sedan and wagon models. I have a
BMW I. Is this part compatible to my vehicle? KMNaples Jul 18, Best Answer: Hi Keith, To check
fitment please use our Vehicle Selector â€” which can be found towards the top
blue bird bus service manual
dodgeintrepid net
1987 ford f150 manual
of the homepage as well as all category, search results, and product pages â€” can help verify
if a part will fit your specific application. I have a i convertible and the switch looks exactly like
this one at least on the upper part, i was wondering if this will fit my car? The dimensions and
electrical plug-ins will be different. Customer Reviews. Sep 09, Product arrive before est
delivery date. Product fit perfectly. Adriana Powell. Purchased on Aug 20, Aug 23, This the right

window switch for my bmw i. Great purchase.. George Sanchez. Purchased on Aug 09, Jul 16,
Great service and delivery but part didn't fit. Service and delivery were good but the part that
was guaranteed for my 07 i e93 didn't fit. Looks like it was made for a i. I even double checked
the part and description. Joseph Ingalls. Purchased on Jul 02, Show More. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

